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THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT AT 
BEAMONT COLLEGIATE ACADEMY 

 
“The academy is led 
exceptionally well”  

(Ofsted February 2015) 

 

Ofsted visited the academy 
recently and discovered a 
“radical change of culture” 
which they described as 
“aspirational.” That’s probably 
why we have had a record 
amount of applicants from Year 6 this year and why the academy is over-
subscribed for the first time in its history. Ofsted reported that our students are, 
“eager to learn and respond with energy, excitement and commitment” and 
talked about our, “ethos of high expectations, no excuses.” All of this was 
affirmation of the distance we have travelled in the last 18 months.  

“Leadership of teaching and learning is good. 
There is a critical mass of good teaching”  

(Ofsted February 2015) 

 

In just over 12 months 
we will be moving in to 
our brand new £11 
million academy 
building, the first spade 
goes into the ground 
this week and then it 
will be full steam 
ahead. Along with 
suites of IT rich 
classrooms the building 
will incorporate a new 
theatre and dance 
studio, a music 
recording studio, 
engineering workshop 
and CAD/CAM studio, a 
robotics workshop, 
hairdressing salon, 
library, IT suites, cyber  
café and 7 state of the 
art Science 
laboratories. The 
building will be open 
evenings and weekends 
to ensure strong 
community access. 

 

An artist’s impression 
of the new building 

New £11 million 
academy 

Our reputation for innovative teaching is growing 
by the day and many other schools are asking to 
visit to learn from our practice. Alongside this we 
also provide fantastic opportunities for our students to ensure they get the very 
best experience of secondary education which will spur them on to achieve great 
things in the future. We believe we are enjoying a really exciting time in the 
school’s history which a lot of people now want to be part of.  

Principal 

Andrew Moorcroft 

We achieved record results in many subjects last year 
and we are very confident they will improve again in 
2015. We have recruited a whole range of talented 
and experienced teachers and build upon the 
successful track record we have in Science, 
Technology, Art & Sport to ensure that we achieve similar levels of excellence in 
the performing arts, computing and the Humanities. We have also strengthened 
English & Maths with the appointment of 2 highly experienced experts who have 
national reputations for excellence in their fields. 

“Attainment and 
progress are now 
improving quickly”  

(Ofsted February 2015) 

Our career pathways in Science, Technology, Engineer-
ing and Maths (STEM) are exciting and unique. We 
have developed strong links with a number of key 
players in the local STEM industry. This means that our 
students get exclusive access to a whole range of ac-

tivities that will prepare them for STEM careers in the future. These pathways 
involve industrial visits and trips, work experience and professional mentors and 
next year, our students will go on a STEM trip to Boston, USA where they will visit 
Harvard, MIT and spend a night at the Boston Museum. 

 

“STEM pathways have 
been developed well”  

(Ofsted February 2015) 



 

MATHS - WAR ON INNUMERACY! 

 

On 9th February 2015 the Mathematics Department and Year 
8 went to war against innumeracy!  Students took part in a 
project that started with them to crack codes to gather 
intelligence about a plane shot down carrying pilot. 
 
Before devising a plan of how to rescue the pilot, students 
had to consider which tanks were best to cross the terrain and 
get to the coordinates balancing efficiency, speed, distance, 
time and cost whilst working under the pressure of being in 
enemy territory and with only a limited budget! 
 
Students completed the mission by building a bridge to get 
over the river to get to the pilot.  Teamwork, leadership, 
problem solving and numeracy skills were all developed 
throughout the day and students really valued their teachers 
dressing up! 

                                                                                    Mr Cotton 

 

 

Over 200,000 pupils across the UK took part in the UKMT Intermediate maths challenge with roughly 6% 
achieving Gold, 13% Silver and 21% bronze.  Beamont Collegiate Academy entered 30 Year 11 students into 
the challenge and achieved fantastic results.  

Three students achieved Silvers; 
congratulations to Jordan Edge, Lucy Davies 
and Jack Griffiths.  

Six students achieved Bronze; congratulations 
to Lewis Turner, Hasnaat Mahmood, India 
Taylor, Kieran Yearsley, Chloe Peacok and 
Rebecca Merce. 

A Gold was awarded to Bailey Coleman who 
also achieved highest in the year for Beamont 
Collegiate Academy.   Bailey has now 
been  invited to compete in a further 
Olympiad round of which only 1500 pupils in the UK and 9000 worldwide are eligible to enter. So well done 
Bailey. 

Mrs Judson, who has taught the class since Year 7 said that she was delighted with the results, as no other 
school in which she has taught has managed to achieve so many Silver awards and never a Gold. 

Next up in April is the Junior round for Years 7 and 8, here’s hoping they can match or better the 
achievements of their older 

UNITED KINGDOM MATHS CHALLENGE 



 

 

GEOGRAPHY - Our Favourite Place 

 

Geography is the study of the world’s 
landscapes, people, places and 
environments.  Year 7 geographers have 
recently shared their favourite 
destination and their experiences of 
visiting places both within the UK and 
across the world.   

Using their creative skills students 
decided to construct models of their 
favourite places; these included a model 
of the 3,178 metres Mount Teide; a 
volcano on Tenerife; a model of the 
Rock of Gibraltar along with the Barbary 
macaques; other examples included a 
model of a water park in Majorca and 
an amazing guide to Scotland.   

Mr Grant 

 

Resistant materials 

Our Year 10 Engineers have had a busy few weeks preparing their R107 
coursework unit on their OCR Cambridge National qualification.  They have 
been set a challenging brief to create a range of design ideas for a new 

docking station.  To do this 
they have demonstrated a 
range of technical drawing 
skills including one and two 
point perspective, 
orthographic and isometric 
drawings.  They have also 
gone on to develop these 
ideas using CAD within the 
MAC Suite.  Programmes 
used include 
Google Sketch 
Up for initial 

ideas and development and AutoDesk’s 123D Design to 
present their final engineering drawings for the final idea.  
Some really great work from the Year 10 Engineers! 

Our Year 10 and 11 Resistant Materials students are 
developing their final models over the last few weeks.  There 
are some really excellent results on show that demonstrate a 
range of traditional technical skill and ability combined with 
the use of CAD and CAM through the use of the laser cutter.  
This is nearing completion and the deadline is looming.  We 
also plan to offer a celebration evening to exhibit our work 
to local business, school, parents and the general public 
which will be a fantastic opportunity to come in and see the fabulous work that has been taking place within 
the Technology Department at BCA!                                                                                                               Mr Ingman 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 Pawel is a STEM leader - Year 7 go Minecraft crazy! 

After asking Mr Norbury if he could set up a 
Minecraft club for students, Pawel Chilkiewicz in Y7 
has achieved more than most in his first year at BCA.  
Pawel has been a regular at the Coder DoJos that run 
on a Saturday morning every half term; local children 
are able to attend free of charge and explore new 
technologies from learning to write simple games in 
Scratch, to developing Apps for mobile phones to 
programming Lego robots.   

Mr Norbury explained, “Pawel has always shown a 
strong interest in ICT and he approached me and 
asked if we could set up a Minecraft club, I suggested 
that we could help him start a club up.”  Pawel then 
spent the following weeks designing and creating 
posters to place all around the school to advertise 
the new club and spreading the word amongst his friends.  On Wednesday 18th March the inaugural Minecraft 
Club meeting took place and it was a resounding success with over 30 students attending.  With Mr Norbury and 
the ICT Technicians providing support, Pawel set about setting up the Minecraft server and tweaking the massive 
multiplayer game as the students enthusiastically roamed new lands and started to build a whole host of different 
things. 

Minecraft club looks set to go from strength to strength with Pawel certain to lead the way forward.  If you are 
interested in joining Pawel and the other students why not speak to your ICT teacher?  For more information 
about the next Coder DoJo please visit coderdojo.com 

Book in for our next Coder Dojo on Saturday 25th April 2015.                                                                            Mr Lee 

PAWEL TO THE RESCUE 

 

Beamont Collegiate Sports Stars  
The class of 2015 has proven itself to be the most sportingly successful Beamont has seen yet.  With 
international and professional representatives in a range of activities, we are feeling extremely proud of 
our sporting elite!!!! 

From left to right 
 

Danny Walker -  Sport:  Rugby League 
Represented England in test matches against France 
and Wales and has recently been selected to        
represent England against France in 2015 test  
matches!!! 

 

Casey Brown - Sport: Boxing 
Representing England against Ireland!!!  Winner of 
the Dublin City Boxing Cup and voted best boxer of 
the tournament!!! 

 

Natasha Ryder Dennis - Sport:  Street Dance 
European street dance champion!!!!! 

 

Courtney Swanton - Sport:  Boxing 
Two time national silver medallist!!! 

 

Lucy Clarke -  Sport:  Karate 
Currently ranked 13th in the world!!! 
European bronze medallist.  England squad  
member!!!   
 

 
Jordan Edge  Sport:  Futsal 
Youngest ever FA England Player.  Currently represents 
Manchester!!! 

 

Isaac Everson - Sport:  Badminton 
Represented Cheshire at county level.  Part of the team that 
won the championship for the first time in 10 years!!! 

Mrs Hillidge 



 

 

STEM AT BCA - A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 

BIG BANG – A STEM Adventure!   

60 BCA pupils went down to Birmingham on Thursday 12th March for the The Big Bang UK Young Scientists & 
Engineers Fair.  It is the largest celebration of science, technology, 
engineering and maths for young people in the UK.   

The event aims to inspire our future scientists and engineers through 
exciting hands on activities and interactive exhibits.  They tried medical 
procedures, set up 
a robot battle and 
a million other 
STEM challenges 
to try!  Great fun 
was had by all of 
our future STEM 
pathways 
students. 

  Mr Hillidge 

 

 

On Tuesday 10th March, 10 fabulous Year 7s got the chance to sample what it is like on the STEM Pathway for the 
day.  We went to the Peace Centre where Classroom Medics enabled students to experience all things Health 
Science; from simulated Keyhole surgery, venepuncture, looking inside each other’s eyes using an 
ophthalmoscope, taking their own ECGS, performing lung function tests, to using ultrasound to observe their 
carotid arteries and watch their bones move in their hands! 

They then got put through their paces by Warrington Collegiate students; who carried out fitness testing to 
introduce them to Sports Science. The obstacle race at the end was a definite highlight and Kai’s determination to 
beat his time was impressive. 

Great teamwork, practical skills and enthusiasm were shown throughout the day, they were excellent 
representatives for the school and hopefully they have some ideas about possible future STEM careers! 

Miss Madden 

 

Year 7 Health Science Day 



 

BOSTON, USA 

STEM Pathways -  Amazing Trip 

 

Amazing Boston trip to see the world’s best 
STEM projects! 

In 2016 pupils who are on a STEM pathway at 
BCA will have the opportunity to visit Boston, 
USA to see some of the world’s most cutting 
edge STEM research and projects. 

On a week-long trip our future medics, vets, 
engineers, computer programmers and all the 
STEM pathway pupils will visit MIT (the world’s 
most prestigious Science and Technology 
University), Lowell Robotics laboratory ( where 
the Mars Rover was designed) , sleep overnight 
at Boston Science Museum, sequence DNA in a 
University master class and so many other 
amazing opportunities.   

As well as visiting the city of Boston we may 
combine the trip with a visit to New York City to 
see the sights that ‘the city that never sleeps’ has 
to offer. 

You will need to be part of the STEM Pathways at 
BCA to be part of this incredible opportunity. 

Mr Hillidge 

 

 

Women in enterprise day 

Two teams of girls from years 9, 10 and 11 took part in the Women in 
Enterprise day at Daresbury Laboratories.  They took part in an Enterprise 
competition designing and pitching a product.  They also had to design the 
marketing merchandise which included a T-shirt.  Both teams performed 
brilliantly with one designing an ergonomic massage pillow made from 
sustainably 
resourced 
materials and 
receiving a 
prize for the 
best marketing 
pitch.  The 
second team 
designed a 
range of dairy 
free foods and 
won the prize 
for their depth 
of research.  

                                                                      Mrs McGeever 

 



 

 

Our year 10 Discovery Scholarship students went to the Peace Centre 
after school on the 10th March for a Health Science event. Thanks to 
Classroom Medics our girls got the opportunity to participate in a tutorial 
to discover routes into several different careers within Health Sciences. 
They were also able to have hands on experience with real life medical kit! 
Katie, Ebony, Polly and Hannah had the chance to take their own ECGs, 
diagnose Stan the simulation man’s respiratory problems, use 
venepuncture to take blood from ‘Handy Andy’ a simulation arm and even 
show off their skills performing key hole surgery. 

                                                                                                          Miss Madden 

YEAR 10 HEALTH SCIENCE DISCOVERY 

Scholarship 

YEAR 11 VISIT VETCARE PRACTICE 

 

Year 11  Veterinary STEM pathways students visit 
Vetcare Practice in Leigh.  They had the chance to 
look at all aspects of the business and did a full 
check up on one of the puppies.   

Pupils on our STEM Pathway will have the chance 
to take up work experience with the vets to 
increase their skills and propel them into a career 
as a vet.  

Mr Hillidge 



 

Grade A? No problem for our creative writers! 

Year 11 have been honing their creative writing skills this half term.  Their assignment task was to create a 
piece of descriptive writing based on a scene from a film.  We chose the The Impossible, a film that is based on 
the events of the tragic tsunami that hit Thailand on Boxing Day 2004. 

Students did a lot of preparation work that focused on the power of nature and the unpredictability that 
surrounds it.  They researched the tsunami and its aftermath, exploring some harrowing real life stories that 
really put things into perspective. 

Our students are aiming for the highest grades this summer and they certainly produced some outstanding 
work. Here are some extracts from their work for you to enjoy. 

Creative writers! 

Playcatingly, lucent green leaves whirl from the 
scenic island into the surrounding pool of turquoise 
elegance. Daintily, shadows hide beneath tranquil 
sunbathers basking in the sun’s embrace. The 
essence of crisp cooking glides into their noses, 
steering them towards the steam smothered 
barbecue. A choir of birds dance among the trees, 
the yellowing sunset like music urging them to 
entertain their euphoric audience. Luxurious lotion 
grips their radiant skin; coating it with bliss 
deliverance. Bottles lay uninhabited, capped in 
regal water, waiting to bake in the blazing sun. 

Rose Warburton 

Peacefully, the tranquil waves moved gently against the golden sandy beach. Crabs danced exquisitely 
to the rhythm of the upbeat music that blared out of huge speakers on the pier. Families relaxed on 
towels and constructed creative castles whilst the beautiful sun shone down upon them. 

Bridesmaids chanted and cheered as a beach wedding took place under the sunlight; the groom 
smirked and romantically embraced his bride, kissing her pale lips whilst receiving a standing ovation 
from the proud attendants. A single tear streamed down the wrinkled face of the bride’s mother as 
she finally understands that her daughter is no longer hers. Flirty singles in the crowd wished they 
would be the next to walk down that rose petal aisle, sadly for them, that wasn’t the case. 

Cameron Collins 

A teenage boy stood in shock glaring at the 
oncoming wave as it was his turn to be knocked 
over like a domino: the red ball he’d bounced 
moments before stopped slowly and the huge 
wave took him prisoner; covering him from head 
to toe. Tumbling through the water, he noticed 
his father and brothers get dragged under the 
water like a black hole pulling in its victims. 
Pieces of buildings and trees sliced at the 
adolescent taking chunks from his tiny fragile 
body. 

Aimee Leigh Wainwright 

                                                           Miss Charnock 

Silence. It seemed like heaven. A tropical paradise made for peace and tranquillity. Beautiful birds of cobalt, 
amber, lime and rose were resting upon the roof of the huts, or the top of the towering palm trees. The gentle 
wind calmed until there was no movement of a single leaf. The sweet aroma of chicken and beef sizzling on the 
barbeque flooded around the pool side as a young child bounced 
his bright red ball. The sound of the bounce echoing, keeping in 
time with a ticking clock like it was counting the easy seconds 
away. Nature was watching, waiting for the right time to pounce 
like a predator to its prey, to take its toll on the innocent, to take 
revenge for the damage caused to it. 

Chloe Sears  



 

Art gifted and talented  

Conway residential 

 

February 2015 

A group of Year 10 GCSE Art and design students spent the weekend 
working with artists and students from other schools in the Northwest; 
at the Conway centre on the Menai Strait, Anglesey.    

The students accompanied by Mrs Aspey and Mr Nield, worked really 
hard to complete project work towards their GCSE coursework, with 

some spectacular results. 

“The weekend at the 
Conway Centre was really 
good, we all had so much 
fun and produced lots of 
good quality work.  We 
produced work that we 
didn’t know we were 
able to do.  The work we 
produced will go towards 
our GCSE and will help us 
to exceed our GCSE target grades.”  

Georgia Spiers, Molly Stokes, Aaliyah Dandy Bates and  

Mollie Solan. 

 

Georgia Spears with her design sheets                     

Megan Kinsey: wire workshop 

Portrait Workshop 

GCSE ART EXAM 2015 

 

Well Done Year 11 on creating some amazing 
GCSE exam pieces this year!  

Students have excelled in their GCSE Art exam, 
exploring new materials such as casting body 
parts with Alginate and using textile materials to 
create bodices.  

Pictured are Courtney Swanton and Natasha 
Ryder Dennis with their work. 

Mrs Aspey 



 

URBAN DEBATE  

 

On Wednesday 11th March BCA students took part in their 
second Urban Debate League competition, it took place at 
Parrenthorn High School in Bury and it was here where they 
were, yet again, successful in their unseen debate round.  
Students 
debated the 
motion:  This 
house would 
punish 
football clubs 
for their fans’ 

behaviour. Our 
students demonstrated how confident and 

articulate they have become since beginning this enrichment 
club.  I think it’s fair to say that their confidence is growing 
and they have become assured when tackling topics that are 
controversial.  

Danielle Petches, club president said: “It was fantastic! I 
knew we had won because we had a strong rebuttal for 
every opposing point made.”                              Mrs Hutchinson 

 

 

Beamont students with 15 minutes to 

prepare a debate against students from 

another school 

A taste of success has definitely given the 
students at BCA something to smile about 

BEAMONT BAKE OFF 

  

 

It has become quite a competitive 
competition with a number of winners 
including Kai Fowler and Corey 
Richardson-Nickle.   
 

We have also had a range of judges from 
Mrs Mitchell to Mrs Aspey as our very 
own Mary Berry.   
 

The contestants are timed and judged for 
their appearance and creative 
approaches to their dishes.  

Miss Wild 
            

On a Wednesday afternoon in DT4 
there have been a series of 
Beamont bake offs.   
 

A variety of dishes have been 
made, from home made pies to 
sandwich cakes and stuffed crust 
pizzas.  



 

 

Before Christmas the 
History department and 
literacy group took 60 pupils 
down to London (or 
Laaandon if you’re from 
down south) to experience 
the history and culture that 
our capital city has to offer. 

We left for two days and one 
night, with the History 
department funding almost 
half of every pupil’s fee to 
celebrate the excellent 
commitment and attitude 
these students have shown 
towards History, literacy and the debate club. 

We arrived at the train station bright and early, excited to be travelling in style.  The journey was relaxing 
and enjoyable, with a great number of children diving straight into a book.  We arrived at London Euston 
on time and was met by our tour guide/coach driver who seemed to know a remarkable amount of stuff 

about the city.  It made me feel that I was doing a good job as a 
History teacher, as half the kids questioned how reliable he is as a 
source.  Not very, was the answer… 

Our first trip was the Natural History Museum which boasts a 
huge range of fascinating artefacts such as dinosaur skeletons, 
emeralds, star dust and live ants.  There was a meteorite from 
space that had been travelling in the solar system for millions of 
years. There was a diamond studded tobacco box created for Tsar 
Nicolas II which must have been worth hundreds of thousands of 
pounds as well as a 30ft diplodocus skeleton. 

After checking in at the hotel we got spruced up for a night on the 
town London style – McDonalds followed by a West End Show. 
The amount of nuggets eaten by us all was both shocking and 
impressive. The West End Show was Wicked, some people found 
it Wicked, others thought it was anything but. It was certainly 
spectacular! It was great to hear some kids considering going into 
theatre for a career, and I would recommend to anyone going to 
university in London. It would change your life and we at BCA can 
make it happen.  

After another unreliable tour around London we were back for an 
early (!!!) night ready for the Science Museum and then Xmas Winter Wonderland. The Science museum 
again was fascinating, with V2 bombs from WW2, spacecraft and a computer that made you age 60 years 
– much like how Ofsted does. The best part of the trip was the winter wonderland though, with Xmas 
food and games on show, some top rides and some angry geese that terrified many of our pupils; 
southern geese are known to be much harder than northern ones. 

All pupils were a credit to the school though, except when they were trying to sing. That was bad. And 
the staff bossed them in the celebrity name game. Overall it proves that if you make the effort in class, 
you will get the benefits outside of it.      

Mr Andain 

 

 

VISIT TO LONDON 



 

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPEMNT 

This year has seen the changing of the school timetable which means that students come to school earlier and 
have lots of exciting and engaging enrichment activities to choose from after school.  Students have been 
attending these activities in record numbers.  However, this new timetable has also meant staff have an extra 
hour of training on a Friday morning.  This training has been introduced because the school is committed to 
ensuring that teachers are well prepared to give students the very best quality of education possible.  This 
commitment to excellence is supported by Mr Moorcroft , "We have created a community in which sharing good 
practice and developing the art of teaching is the norm, we accept we can always get better and learn from each 
other here and that has brought about sustainable improvement." 

The quality of teaching and staff training provided at BCA was praised in our recent Ofsted inspection who 
commented that 'there is a critical mass of good teaching across the curriculum.  Staff training is well focused and 
of high quality'.  

 Much of this training is carried out in faculties and led by our own teachers with expertise in different aspects of 
teaching.  This could be Mr Ready, helping the Maths faculty come up with new ideas to excite and engage 
students, or Miss Curwen helping faculties come up with active and dramatic approaches to teaching.  Some 
photographs of our most recent training sessions can be seen (below).  

 Mr Adam McMillan  

 



 

On Valentine’s day 2015 I found a new love…skiing.  

Mrs Heesom, Mrs McGivern and myself began our journey to the Austrian Alps 
with 16 of Beamont’s most diehard and intrepid pupils, most of whom were 
mere beginners like myself.  And we smashed it.  

After a long but enjoyable coach journey we arrived at our deluxe mountain 
chalet on Sunday and quickly settled in to our new surroundings.  We unpacked 
and had lunch, before Mrs McGivern had us flying down a hill on body boards.  I 
won the race comfortably despite Mrs 
McGivern trying to steal an unfair 
advantage (you can see it in the 
photograph, I’m the one in the blue).  
We also took advantage of the pool 
tables, table tennis tables and air 
hockey tables. Connor Spiers proved 
himself to be a bit of an air hockey 
ninja.  We settled down in the evening 

to a competitive game of snap, where 
experience counted far more than youth as many of the students couldn’t get 
close to winning, especially Polly Spruce, Katie Curtis, Ellie Keenan and Amy 
Riley.  

Up bright and early for our first days skiing, and I was nervous.  We arrived at 
the foot of what seemed like Mount Everest, where our ski instructor told us 

we would be coming down that in just 
a few days. None of us believed him. 

We strapped on our skis and were being taught the basics while some of our 
more gifted skiers were taken to the even higher mountains, which they 
“bossed” apparently.  We beginners found it hard enough just getting our skis 
on and standing upright.  After an hour or so though, we were all using pizza 
point effectively and our Dutch instructor, Bass, started taking us up the 
mountain. 

Most of us were a bit intimidated, but over the next few days our skills 
improved rapidly and we got on the lift for the first time, right to the top of 
the blue slope.  I was scared but excited.  On the way down, I ‘stacked it’ 
several times and thought I just couldn’t do it.  But the enthusiasm and 
bravery of Kieran Charnock, Jack Ryder, Connor Spiers, Polly Spruce, Katie 
Curtis, Amy Riley, Owen Tyler, Lucy Rose, Davis Heaney, Erin Jones, Jack 
Connor and Ellie Keenan carried me through.  The first time I got down that 
mountain unattended I was delighted, 
and the attitude, resilience and 

determination of each and every pupil in trying to master this incredibly difficult 
skill was inspiring. 

Special mention goes to Lucy Rose, who took it upon herself to accidently fly 
down the mountain at almost 100 miles per hour, only to be saved at the last 
minute through an heroic diving save from Ski-Bass.  And on the Friday we all 
tackled the terrifying red slope with that typical Beamont enthusiasm and 
bravery, the highlight of which was the jump – I got at least 4 inches off the 
ground. Mrs Heesom failed epically…  

Next year’s trip sees us going to Italy, and it proves to be bigger and better than 
ever before. It is without doubt one of the most rewarding trips that you will 
ever experience, and the feeling of tackling a mountain with style (check out my 
ski-selfie, and Mrs McGivern’s coat) will never be forgotten.             

Andain the Eagle  

 

 

 

 

SKIING IN THE AUSTRIAN ALPS 



 

Sports Leaders at Beamont Collegiate Academy have been busy these past few weeks supporting feeder Primary 
School level 2 cluster competitions being hosted at their Secondary School. 

Year 9 girls for the second year in 
succession supported the Year 5/6 
mixed Quicksticks Hockey Competition 
utilising their leadership skills to 
officiate, team manage and collating 
the results during the tournament 
outside in the 3G Football cages.  Then 
at the end of the tournament the 
leaders provided a presentation of 
certificates and medals for the 
participants. 

The winners Dallam Primary School 
went onto represent the Beamont 
Cluster at the Level 3 final held at 
Lymm Hockey Club where they finished 
third. 

Then the Year 7s put their leadership skills that they 
have continued to improve since moving up from 
Primary School into action once again for the 
Beamont Collegiate Academy feeder Primary 
Schools level 2 cluster Year 3/4 Sportshall Athletics 
Competition held on Friday 6th March in the school’s 
sportshall. The leaders having greeted their Primary 
Schools, officiated the field and track events, 
collated the results and supported the presentation 
at the end of the competition. 

These youngsters are aspiring to follow in the 
footsteps of their older peers by wanting to become 
Silver Ambassadors. 

Shannon Todd and Chloe Hodcroft attended the 
Young Ambassador Conference for Cheshire and 
Warrington at Wilmslow High School in January and will now be part of a group of  local Gold Ambassadors running 
a Warrington Conference for prospective Silver Ambassadors from our local Secondary Schools that are aspiring to 
extend their leadership experiences. We certainly have a number of KS3 pupils that fit the bill!                Mr Milburn 

Sports leaders 

 

 

 
Over the  Easter holiday Year 8 student Lloyd Horne, 
and Year 9 students Cameron Lunt and Adam 
Massey will be representing Cheshire Wire in an 
International basketball tournament in Spain. 
 

Their opponents will be teams from other parts of 
England, Italy, France, Sweden and the host nation 
Spain Lloyd will be competing In the under 13s and 
Adam and Cameron the under 14s. 
 

Good luck to all 3 lads.  
 
We will keep you updated with the results on the 
school website.                                             Mr Milburn 

 

BASKETBALL 



 

BRISCOE TO LEAD BCA 

 

Former super league player and current Warrington Wolves community 
coach Shaun Briscoe has been enlisted to coach the BCA rugby players.  
Shaun has a great deal of experience behind him and has. An England 
international representative , he has played club football for the Wigan 
Warriors, Hull, Hull Kingston Rovers and Widnes Vikings.  He is currently 
involved in the community development at Warrington Wolves.  

Shaun says he is, “ delighted to be working with BCA and cannot wait to 
get as many players training as possible. I understand the drive of the 
academy is to get students playing as much as possible.” 

Training will take place every Thursday evening after school from 2:40-

3:40pm.                                                                                         Mr Reynolds 

 

CHESHIRE LEVEL 3 INDOOR GAMES  

YEAR 9 ROWING TEAM 

BCA Year 9 Rowing team took hold of the oars on a trip to Crewe where they represented Warrington at the 
level 3 Cheshire Indoor Games rowing finals  

The team consisted of Jakab Lata, Jack Wright, Callum Turner and Connor Lightfoot. 

The lads collectively put in a superb performance against a number of schools from around Cheshire. 

In the team relay they finished a very creditable 4th place in a race against 9 other teams narrowly being 
beaten into 4th place and missing out on a bronze medal by only 2 metres. 

In the individual races Jakab Lata was the highest placed Warrington Rower in 6th place.  

This was a great effort overall from our team of fairly novice ‘dry Rowers’  who competed against some 
experienced Cheshire club rowers who spend many hours on the rivers and canals of Cheshire.  

Well done gents!!!! 

Mr Shaw 

football 

The football teams have been back in action after the winter break with all teams showing rapid 
improvement in performances.  

Hopefully the results will start to follow. 

The Year 7s have steadily improved with a draw against Sankey and narrow defeats against Lymm and 
Bridgewater. 

The Year 8s and 9s have put up some commendable performances even with several top players missing 
some games through injury.  

The Year 8s drew with Sankey and had another narrow defeat to Lymm. The Year 9s played extremely well 
against Lymm but a late own goal saw them lose a tight game 2-1. 

The Year 11s have been unbeaten since Christmas with victories against Bridgewater and Lymm. 

With the final league fixture still to be played it looks like the Year 11 team should qualify for the semi-final 

of the Cup competition.                                                                                                                                                                                   Mr Foster                  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England_national_rugby_league_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England_national_rugby_league_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wigan_Warriors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wigan_Warriors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hull_F.C.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hull_Kingston_Rovers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Widnes_Vikings

